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# Agency Date
Page, Reference, 

Figure or Category
Topic Comment

1 SFMTA 26-Jun
Presentation/

Meeting
23rd Street 
Streetscape

For 23rd Street, consider a shared/slow street design that includes significant traffic calming elements (e.g. raised crosswalks, etc.)? Jefferson Street 
at Fisherman’s Wharf as an example.

2 SFMTA 26-Jun
Presentation/

Meeting
Loading and bike 

facilities
Where there is a lot of loading activity, it is important to have protected bike facilities; important to have good sight lines and slow speeds. Bike lanes 
are fine if they can be kept clear.

3 SFMTA 26-Jun
Street Network 

diagram (page 31)
Loading

As shown, there are no opportunities for passenger/commercial loading on the following blocks, which could be problematic depending on the exact 
uses on these blocks (i.e. if there will be demand for passenger/commercial loading): 23rd between Maryland and Delaware, Delaware between 23rd 
and Humboldt, Maryland between 22nd and Humboldt. Confirm where loading is necessary.

4 SFMTA 26-Jun
23rd at Bus Stop (109’) 

– Alternative Option 
(page 36)

23rd Street 
Streetscape

This section would need to be modified to meet accessibility requirements – the curb between the bus stop and the bike lane would need to be at 
least 8’ wide.

5 Planning 26-Jun Street Sections
23rd Street 
Streetscape

Please develop preferred/ideal streetscape scenario(s) for the south side of 23rd Street. Although this portion of the right of way is not within the 
Project Sponsor's control, the Project Sponsor and City should begin considering what our collective vision for the southern half of the street should 
be and should develop plans to engage the fronting property owners/PDR businesses.

6 Planning 26-Jun Street Sections Buffer zones
In a number of sections there is a  2-3' curbside painted buffer that helps narrow the travel lanes. Is there an advantage to consolidating these buffers 
and moving them to the middle of the ROW? Not necessarily advocating this approach, but interested in the pros and cons of each alternative. 

7 Planning 26-Jun Street Sections
Planting Zones/

Green 
Infrastructure

Is it envisioned that "planting zones" are continuous trenches or separated tree wells? Do you have an approach for integrating green infrastructure 
into streetscape designs?
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